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Description
In the case of this armchair, Peter Maly has
chosen to oppose the circular shape of the
back, which is feminine, welcoming and
comfortable, with the rigour of the squared-off
solid wood legs and their promise of solidity and
stability. In a clever game of counterpoint, the
woven webbing of the rounded back sketches
out a pattern of small interconnected squares
whilst the structure of the solid wood base
follows the curve of the back. Finally, the
geometric rigour of the seat's construction is in
opposition to the unstructured freedom offered
by the feather-filled back cushions, which can
be arranged and used as desired to optimise
the comfort on offer.

Technical Specifications
CONSTRUCTION
Seat in 3-layer particleboard. Satin varnished
solid wood base - choice of American walnut or
black-stained ash.

COMFORT
Seat in high resilience polyurethane Bultex foam
38 kg/m3 - 3.6 kPa. Suspension of back via
woven 100 % cotton webbing (choice of black or
grège).
The weaving of the rounded back of an
armchair requires 54 metres of webbing. Pair of
goose feather-filled back cushions (15 % down).

MAKING-UP
Removable covers.

COVERING MATERIALS
All covering materials (except technical
impossibilities). 3 attractively-priced versions are
available from stock :
- structure in black-stained ash ; grège webbing
; seat and back in CLOUD SCHISTE.
- structure in black-stained ash ; black webbing;
seat and back in CLOUD SCHISTE.
- structure in black-stained ash ; black webbing;
seat in CLOUD SCHISTE and back in WAVE
NOIR.

More info at
www.ligne-roset.com
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ARMCHAIR BLACK STRUCTURE / GREGE WEBBING CLOUD SCHISTE

DIMENSIONS
H 665 mm -  W 915 mm -  D 775 mm -  SH 370 mm - 

Other sizes

armchair black structure / grege
webbing cloud schiste

DIMENSIONS
H 665 - mm
W 915 - mm
D 775 - mm

SH 370 - mm

armchair black structure / black
webbing seat cloud schiste / back wave

noir

DIMENSIONS
H 665 - mm
W 915 - mm
D 775 - mm

SH 370 - mm

armchair walnut structure / black
webbing

DIMENSIONS
H 665 - mm
W 915 - mm
D 775 - mm

SH 370 - mm

armchair black structure / grege
webbing

DIMENSIONS
H 665 - mm
W 915 - mm
D 775 - mm

SH 370 - mm


